
IntellIgence and InsIghts on publIc-prIvate partnershIps

Grain Storage
Public-Private Partnerships
 India has a number of early lessons to offer in the devel-
opment of grain storage PPPs: from specific bid require-
ments and clauses in draft contracts, the importance of 
ensuring early understanding and acceptability of proj-
ect structures by investors, to the critical role of trans-
parency. 
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bACKGROuND
global attention was focused on food price volatility in the aftermath of the 
global financial crisis. governments initiated policy measures to ensure food 
security of populations, which included increasing food reserves as well as  
measures to reduce food wastage, including wastage due to poor storage  
and handling. one solution identified by countries running large food security 
programs was to introduce public-private partnerships (ppps) in food storage, 
especially for storage of grain. 

the positive impacts of ppps in this sector could be huge given the inefficien-
cies in grain storage and the large proportion of post-harvest wastage espe-
cially in the handling and storage of grain in developing countries. a 2007  
study estimated up to $4 billion in post-harvest losses in sub-saharan africa 
alone, which is equivalent to the annual calorific requirements of 48 million 
people1. 

ppp projects for grain storage can be done in a variety of ppp modes based 
on policy imperatives of governments and the demand for storage, which is 
often a natural corollary to policy. While the benefits of ppps are undeniable in 
many sectors, given the efficiencies that the private sector can bring in, there 
has been little experience in ppp in grain storage. globally, only a few projects 
have been successfully implemented in this sector, with other projects being 
explored in various countries. there has been some recent activity in this sector 
in the ppp space in countries like India, pakistan, oman, nigeria, philippines, 

INTRODuCTION

1 World bank, natural resources 
Institute and Food and agricultural 
organization (2011), Missing Food: 
the case of post-harvest grain 
losses in sub-saharan africa.
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and Zambia. however, not all of these countries have ended up adopting the 
ppp mode.

given substantial work in this sector in India and interest expressed by other  
client countries to understand more about ppp models and projects in the  
sector, the World bank public-private partnerships group, jointly with IFc  
advisory services in public-private partnerships, undertook this review and anal-
ysis of global trends in ppp in grain storage. the methodology has consisted of: 
(a) interviews and discussions with public and private individuals and organiza-
tions involved in work in this area as well as IFc and World bank staff who have 
been involved in such projects at upstream, midstream, or downstream imple-
mentation phases in different countries; (b) examination of procurement and 
contract documents available in the public domain; and (c) a broad literature 
review to supplement (a) and (b). 

the paper is divided into three sections. the rest of section I deals with the  
issues of global food prices, strategic reserves, and food policies within  
countries to the extent that these provide the context for ppps in the sector. 
section II deals with public-private partnerships in grain storage with a discus-
sion of the rationale for ppp, strategic considerations, and ppp models seen 
globally with examples from various countries. section III details a silo project 
case study from Madhya pradesh in India that will be helpful to practitioners 
working on structuring silo projects in other developing countries. section Iv is 
the concluding section, and its two sub-sections include lessons learned from 
current experience and a list of the documents, contracts, and references  
examined by the authors, along with other material which can serve as a  
source of knowledge for practitioners. the appendix at the end contains a  
brief guide to modern silos and silo operations—a “must read” for policy  
makers and ppp practitioners not fully conversant with these. 

to supplement this paper, the World bank group has organized a face to face 
session with government and World bank experts to discuss global trends and 
project cases. In addition, the authors have conducted a webinar that can be 
accessed at http://einstitute.worldbank.org/ei/webinar/public-private-partner-
ships-grain-storage. a set of videos on the Madhya pradesh and punjab cases 
have been prepared with the help of the World bank’s e-institute, featuring 
practitioners from the public and private sectors; these can be accessed at the 
following links: https://www.kaltura.com/tiny/l4gdf and https://www.kaltura.
com/tiny/nx1kg

GLObAL fOOD SuPPLY
global food production has risen steadily in the last 50 years, more than  
keeping up with population growth and allowing for higher per capita caloric  
and protein intake in most countries and regions. annual world cereals produc-
tion now exceeds 2 billion tons per year (see Igc reports)2. For decades food 
prices had fallen steadily as agricultural productivity increased (Figure 1). how-
ever, in the global expansion of 2001–2007, food prices rose substantially. on 
the one hand, farm yields started to plateau in part due to weather and climatic 
factors; on the other hand, unprecedented quantities of cereals and oilseeds 

2 see International grain council, 
Five Year demand and supply 

projections, http://www.igc.int/
en/downloads/grainsupdate/

igc_5yrprojections.pdf for compre-
hensive statistical information on 

grain production and consumption.
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were diverted to subsidized bio-fuels use, particularly in north america and 
europe. 

World economic growth reached historic highs in 2007 leading up to the crash 
of 2008. higher incomes in some countries also contributed to world food price 
inflation. the 2008 high for the Food price Index was nearly double its long-
term average from 1991–2004. For barley and wheat the high was closer to 
triple the long-term average and for rice it was nearly four-fold (Figure 2). the 
increase in food prices was problematic for many countries.

Many governments have responded to the ongoing volatility in staple food 
prices with more frequent market intervention. this has included establishing 
or increasing strategic grain reserves (sgr) that can enhance a government’s 
ability to influence and regulate domestic cereals prices. these reserves are 
relied upon in times of emergencies to feed vulnerable populations affected 
by natural disasters and conflict. however, sgrs can be even more important 
to governments to provide a buffer against externally generated food price 
shocks, such as those that have occurred with increasing frequency since 2007. 
see table 1 for countries’ planned reserves.

apart from maintaining emergency reserves, countries such as India have  
reviewed their long-term ongoing subsidized food ration programs and have  
approved new legislation. policy responses have typically also included a  
review of the government handling and storage practices in some countries. It 
is estimated that a substantial proportion of the global cereal production is lost 
through poor storage and handling practices that lead to spoilage and infesta-
tion at various stages in the supply chain. Key physical impediments such as 

total staple 
crop supply

current value1960–2010 cagr percent global staples production1 and food price (wheat)

166% increase in staples production since 1960
62% decrease in real prices over same period

billion tons per year

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
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groWIng gloBal StaPle food SuPPly... ...WIth declInIng real food PrIceS

global 
population

6.8 billion 
people

5.6 billion 
tons/year11.9

1.7

0.5per capita 
calorie intake

2,800 calories 
per day

1 Includes cereals, sugar crops, oil seeds, pulses, tubers, and roots. source: team analysis, Fao stat, un states, usda

-62%
-2% p.a.

Figure 1:  
global food  
supply and  

prices,  
1960–2010
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inefficient storage and handling methods, and lack of sufficient storage capac-
ity along the supply chain, contribute significantly to annual losses in food as a 
proportion of total production. Figure 3 shows global food losses at different 
stages of the supply chain beginning from the losses on the field during and 

source: IMF primary commodity prices database

Food price Index
rice

barley
Wheat

Figure 2:  
global food  

prices, 
1991–2013
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there is a long-standing economic debate on the desirability of maintaining 
large strategic food reserves. the costs are typically high. they include the  
budget financing of the government grain purchases, investment in and/or 
leasing of storage infrastructure, and operating costs, as well as market risk. 
the longer the cereals are stored the greater the likelihood of quality losses 
and spoilage, water damage, or infestation. such costs can be partly managed 
through stock level adjustments, institutional design, and integration with  
social safety net programs3. 

holding large grain reserves also requires strategic planning and demand  
estimation in order to minimize waste. While we do not look at what the opti-
mal levels of storage could or should be for a country given the limited scope 
of this paper, it is necessary to highlight that national food policy has important 
ramifications affecting risk allocation in storage ppp projects. levels of storage 
and associated policies can substantially influence contract duration and design 
decisions. For example, nigeria may not be able to have the same ppp design 
in grain storage as India, given that the latter’s grain storage underlies social 
safety net programs while the former has few such integrated long term pro-
grams. 

some of the largest developing country governments have been carrying out 
substantial levels of procurement for maintenance of sgrs. traditionally they 

immediately after harvest and going on to storage, handling, processing, pack-
aging, distribution, and consumption in developed countries, industrialized 
asia, and developing countries. It is observed that storage and handling losses 
are substantial in the latter two categories. Figure 4 shows losses in cereals 
alone along the supply chain with a categorization of regions at a finer level of 
granularity, supplementing Figure 3. post-harvest cereal losses are substantial 
in industrialized asia, sub-saharan africa, north africa, West and central asia, 
and in south and southeast asia. 

source: Fao (2011). global Food losses and Food Waste: extent, causes, and prevention

Figure 4:  
losses in cereals 
along the supply 
chain, by region
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3 strategic grain reserves in four 
african countries – ethiopia, Kenya, 
Malawi and Mali – were studied 
by IFprI in 2009. the case studies 
suggest that the cost of holding a 
metric ton of food varied from $20 
to $46 in these countries and were 
linked to the factors mentioned.
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have either built their own storage or leased space. to increase their flexibility 
in management of the reserves, lower costs, and reduce the probability of cor-
rupt practices, many government grain agencies have been exploring better 
storage modalities, including ppp schemes that mobilize private financing and 
efficiencies that come from marketplace competition.

source: prepared by the authors based on information from Food corporation of India; Federal government of nige-
ria; government of Zambia; public authority for stores & Food reserves, government of oman; IFc.

table 1:  
planned strategic 
grain reserves of 

governments

country reSerVeS/Planned reSerVeS

bangladesh
planned increase in peak period public stocks of wheat 
and rice to 2.5 to 3.0 million Mt from a previous level  
of 1.5 million Mt

India

Minimum strategic reserves of 2 million Mt of wheat  
and 2 million Mt of rice in addition to the buffer stock 
norms prescribed based on seasonality4. total procure-
ment by state and federal government much higher at 
approximately 90 million Mt of wheat and rice ( 2013)

Jordan proposed 33 percent increase in wheat reserves

Kenya
the national cereal and produce board announced  
a doubling of reserves to 720,000 Mt of maize.

nigeria
5 percent of total annual grain harvest to be held in 
reserves

oman
stated increase from 6 months to 17 months of national 
consumption after construction of new storages under 
ppp schemes.

saudi arabia
stock on hand of imported wheat to be increased to  
1.5 million Mt

south Korea rice reserves with a record of up to 1.5 million Mt

Zambia
currently holding about 2 million Mt. the reserve target 
for 2014 is 500,000 Mt. 

 4 the buffer stock norms (2005 
onwards) require stocks of rice and 

wheat of 20.6, 16.2, 26.9 and 16.2 
million Mt in Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 

respectively. 
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
there are upstream policy related questions to be addressed before a public 
private partnership-based project can be launched. these relate to the usual 
strategic considerations for ppps in any sector: for example, long-term demand 
for the project, fit of the projects with existing and planned government poli-
cies, risk of policy change, and events beyond the control of governments that 
could result in substantial change. some of these issues are discussed briefly 
below:

•	 While international trade policy is outside the scope of this paper, an im-
portant issue with regard to project risks relates to international agreements 
that might limit the amount of grain a developing country may purchase 
and store; this would have obvious impacts on the financial viability of ppp 
grain storage projects dependent upon availability payments from govern-
ment. a country like India in particular could be affected, since it has recent-
ly embarked on an ambitious program to scale up long term food storage 
ppps with assured payments to the private operators for storage of  
guaranteed minimum quantities of food grains over defined periods. 

•	 another important issue is the level and nature of government demand for 
grains, which depends on underlying government policies related to food  
and social safety nets. India, for example, has committed itself to expand-
ing the distribution of subsidized food rations to an even greater share of 
the population under the national Food security act, passed in 2013. Most 

PubLIC-PRIVATE 
PARTNERShIPS IN 
GRAIN STORAGE
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states also depend on distribution from public food stocks to operate their 
mid-day meal programs for schoolchildren, along with other supplemen-
tary nutrition programs. among other countries in the region, bangladesh 
operates several targeted feeding and food ration schemes although it no 
longer operates a comprehensive system of food rations. the public food 
distribution systems in both countries provide the basis for government 
grain purchases and can ensure that government stocks can be adequately 
rotated without distorting markets through intervention sales. 

•	 In contrast, there is a global trend toward the use of cash transfers to re-
place the distribution of food rations to vulnerable low income groups. this 
eliminates the need for governments to engage in routine food distribution 
operations that are better performed by market players. government’s role, 
in these cases, is restricted to maintaining and positioning adequate food 
stocks for emergency response in case of natural disasters. In some states of 
India, efforts are underway to transition poverty programs from in-kind sub-
sidies to cash transfers. continuing movement towards this would reduce 
the need for government grain procurement and storage, and thus would 
need to be taken into consideration while assessing the economic feasibility 
of long-term ppp projects for grain storage.

•	 nigeria is an example of a country where there is no policy for distribution 
of subsidized food. While nigeria does have an objective to maintain 15 
percent of its grain production as reserves for responding to emergencies, 
particularly drought, with 5 percent maintained as core reserves, it has not 
allocated adequate budget for the purpose, resulting in lower than required 
levels of procurement. essentially, due to a lack of policy backing and no 
guarantee of demand, the nigerian silo storage ppps will need to be based 
on a thorough assessment of the commercial viability of rehabilitating and 
using existing storage through a concession type arrangement with no  
coverage of demand risk.

•	 Where the silo storage program is based solely on emergency reserves,  
there could be other issues of management and rotation of stocks. In  
addition to price spikes, volatility—significant price fluctuations and cyclic 
pricing effects—are also of great concern. given that grain may typically be 
stored for an extended period in some cases, there are problems in rotating 
old sgr stocks, particularly with grain quality maintained over the period. 
governments such as India that are engaged in food distribution programs 
will always have some use for grain from storage facilities, including for use 
as animal feed. but if some countries are storing grain only for emergen-
cies and experience an extended period without major emergencies, they 
will have stored their grain without benefit and actually at a major loss. so 
there is need for clear reserve management policies, rotation practices, and 
quality control for ensuring nutritional value, as well as disaster prediction 
capacity. this will help determine how grain is cycled through storage facili-
ties and when and how it is released either domestically or internationally. 

•	 the volumes of emergency stocks needed purely for disaster response is 
normally modest in relation to stocks typically maintained for routine food 
distribution and market interventions. the emergency reserve calculation 
is based on the maximum number of disaster affected people that must be 
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fed during the period before emergency shipments can arrive from out-
side. even in the case of pakistan’s historic flooding in June 2010, affecting 
millions of people, total wheat released from government stocks over one 
year’s time was just 500,000 tons versus annual intervention purchases of 4 
to 5 million tons. In the case of oman, the government has partnered with 
private sector milling companies for rotation of reserves on regular basis, 
through the formation of two joint venture companies.

RATIONALE fOR PubLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERShIPS IN 
GRAIN STORAGE
sgrs require physical storage facilities for the cereals owned by governments. 
several countries are at various stages of delivering new or improved storage 
capacity using ppp models. the rationale for the use of ppp arrangements in 
grain storage is discussed below in some detail. however, it is important to 
understand that there could be a range of ppp models, some of these almost 
fully private, for the storage and management of grain reserves (also addressed 
in detail in sub-section 5 below). Where the government requires storage and 
management services for grain reserves for national emergencies and food 
subsidy programs, it is obvious that full privatization with no government 
involvement is not possible and some form of ppp would be required given 
the government’s involvement as a buyer of services. Where the storage is for 
commercial purposes, the rationale for ppp is less obvious given that one would 
expect the private sector to step in where the requirement exists. however, this 
may not always happen, as is seen in the case of India and other developing 
countries where the issue of farm-to-market logistics is a persistent problem. 
India has been exploring ppps in cold storage as well as associated transport 
infrastructure to provide a seamless farm-to-market logistics chain. these areas 
are still developing and ppps could be an effective solution to market failures in 
this sector, as in other sectors.

the rationale for grain storage ppps typically includes the quick scaling up of 
storage capacity, risk transfer, and mobilization of private sector efficiencies and 
innovation, and as an additional source of financing when governments lack 
fiscal space. given the characteristics of grain projects, would we expect ppp 
projects in grain storage to have the same benefits as ppps in other sectors? 
While there is less experience of ppp implementation in grain storage, the same 
general problems and issues prevail in grain storage, as in any other infrastruc-
ture or service. some typical value drivers for ppps are listed below, followed by 
a discussion of the rationale for ppp in grain storage.

some of the value drivers of ppp include5:

•	 risk transfer—optimal risk allocation with specific risks transferred to  
the private party can reduce the cost to government.

•	 Whole of life costing—bundling of design, construction, operation  
and maintenance can reduce total project costs as well as provide  
predictability of costs over project life.

•	 Innovation—specifying outputs in a contract provides opportunity for  

5 World bank Institute (ppIaF). 
(2012). public-private partnerships 
reference guide (version 1.0), 
pages 161-167, available at: http://
wbi.worldbank.org/wbi/data/wbi/
wbicms/files/drupal-acquia/wbi/WbI
ppIaFpppreferenceguidev11.0.pdf 
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innovation as private players compete for the best way to deliver the  
outputs at least cost.

•	 Focus on service delivery—Management in the ppp firm is focused on  
service delivery and is free from the objectives or constraints that are  
typical drivers in the public sector.

•	 Mobilization of financing—ppps can provide additional sources of financing.

•	 accountability—ppps can ensure higher levels of accountability given that 
government payments are conditional on the timely provision of the agreed 
quality and quantity of outputs. 

Figure 5 above looks at the value drivers and the rationale for ppp in the con-
text of grain storage, comparing public and private management. some of the 
issues highlighted may be more important than others given specific circum-
stances within countries. these are discussed below in the context of ppp in 
grain storage.

ScalIng uP Storage caPacIty

In many countries, a major policy response to the financial and economic  
crisis of 2008 and the accompanying food price spikes was to increase  
domestically held strategic food reserves. because of its self-sufficiency  
in cereals, India was less impacted by international food price volatility.  

Figure 5:  
rationale  
for private  

participation in  
grain storage

Inability to scale-up storage •	 on time and at cost delivery
•	 transfer of construction and commissioning risk

•	 upfront investment
•	 deferred government payments

•	 private sector managerial skills
•	 better processes, cost savings

•	 Incorporation of maintenance in the life-cycle costs

•	 opportunity for modernization
•	 Introduction of state of the art storage

•	 transfer of performance risk

Inefficient management

unscientific methods

lack of fiscal space

Poor repair and maintenance

loss in quantity and quality

PuBlIc ProVISIon PrIVate ProVISIon
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Instead, key issues included the long-standing problems in government 
grain storage. this was further aggravated by parliament’s decision to 
expand the national program of subsidized food rations under a new Food 
security law. the Food corporation of India (FcI), which is responsible for 
coordination at the federal level, has seen increased procurement over the 
years, but has not been able to bring about proportionate increase in the 
owned and hired storage space (Figures 6 and 7) due to inadequate budget 
revenues for the large capital investments required as well as other factors 
outlined in Figure 5. For example, under the new procurement targets, the 
state of Madhya pradesh plans to create storage space for 15 million Mt 
of wheat and rice by 2015 against an available capacity of 9.1 million Mt in 
20136. (For more information, see the details of the silo project in Mp in sec-
tion III of this paper.)

nigeria is approaching the ppp model from a different standpoint and 
with a different set of objectives. the government already owns silo and 
warehouse storage facilities, but these need rehabilitation and moderniza-
tion. some government owned silo storage facilities have been severely 
underutilized or never used at all, resulting in opportunity cost losses to 
the government. With a longer term plan to increase rice production in the 
country and the development of commodity exchanges, rehabilitating the 
silos through the ppp route for commercial use is considered a good busi-
ness proposition. 

In Zambia, production volumes of white maize for human consumption have 
greatly increased over the last two decades. to help farmers dispose of their 
surplus, the national Food reserve agency (Fra) has made large interven-
tion purchases over the last four years (Figure 8). Zambia cannot consume 
all of its maize production and must export the surplus to other african 
countries. to do this, it needs better storage facilities to receive the harvest 
from farmers and make it available for commercial sales. the government 
of Zambia has estimated that up to 30 percent of maize production is lost 
due to poor storage practices. therefore, the government has embarked on 
a program to invest in a network of new maize storage facilities. While the 

6 Madhya pradesh Warehousing and 
logistics corporation

source: 2013 performance audit of FcI, comptroller and auditor general, India
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arrangement was initially envisaged as a ppp using an unsolicited proposal, 
government now appears to be proceeding with direct public investments 
in new storage warehouses for bagged maize. however, the opportunities 
for private sector engagement remain a viable value proposition.

Figure 8:  
Maize production 

and Fra  
procurement

source: FcI, available at http://fciweb.nic.in/storages/view/6
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PrIVate Sector effIcIencIeS 

globally, private companies procure, transport, and store much more grain 
and oilseeds than government entities. private sector players have been 
responsible for advances worldwide in the design, construction, operation, 
and maintenance of storage and handling facilities, as well as transport in-
novations throughout their supply chains. a ppp can improve operational 
efficiencies through competitive design, adoption of modern technologies, 
provisions for maintenance of building and equipment through complete 
life-cycle of projects, and through building output-based performance indi-
cators into the contract. these relate especially to handling time, labor and 
equipment productivity, low loss level tolerance, and other factors. In terms 
of grain storage, performance indicators may include measurements  
such as:

•	 average acceptance and dispatch qualities; 

•	 capacity requirements for facility processes; and

•	 volume of grain stored or handled per hour, including during peak  
time or time required to accept or dispatch a specified volume of  
grain at the facility. 

ppp contracts typically link the achievement of certain levels of output  
with the payment mechanism. For example, there could be an incentive for 
reduction in grain losses below a benchmark level or a penalty for losses 
above a pre-agreed level. the MpWlc estimates post-harvest losses at 
approximately 1 percent annually. however, in its ppp contract, under the 
performance requirements, it seeks to cap any variance in the prescribed 
volume to weight ratio to + or - 0.1 percent. In addition, all shortfalls are to 
be paid for by the concessionaire at the prescribed rate. the FcI draft con-
tract caps dust losses at a maximum of 0.05 percent of the intake quantity if 
storage is beyond one year. apart from the savings in terms of actual grain 
losses and quality deterioration, there are efficiencies in several areas of the 
process of storage and handling that are likely to generate overall savings 
for government. according to estimates by IFc, the first punjab silo alone 
would result in a savings of $6 million to the government over the term of 
the concession7. pakistan is another country that is now in the process  
of procuring private partners for construction and operation of grain silos  
in punjab and sindh provinces. see box 1 for details on losses under the  
current system of public procurement of grain in pakistan.

ppps are sometimes used as a tool for the modernization and adoption  
of new technology8. this seems to be an important consideration for gov-
ernments that may not be able to manage modernization either because  
of lack of fiscal space or simply the inability to keep up with the rapidly  
moving technologies and skill requirement. given the proportion of wast-
age in storage and handling of grain by the public sector, and the lack of 
updated technology, there is a need for revamping systems and practices. 
this can be done best by the private grain industry firms, which are much 
more adept than government at bringing in the most up to date and cost 
effective technologies.

7 IFc success stories, punjab  
silo project

8 rightly or wrongly, ppps have been 
used for the purpose of moderniza-
tion and adoption of world class 
technology in the transport, water, 
and other sectors. the idea is not 
to advocate that these should be 
used as such, but this is a practical 
and easy way of bringing in new 
methodologies. the public sector 
typically lacks skills to do this. 
however, this may not always work if 
radical change is sought. For further 
reading on using ppps as a tool for 
modernization, see chapter 3 of the 
asian development bank’s, public-
private partnerships handbook.
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box 1

 9 dmitry prikhodko and olekksandr 
Zrilyi, “pakistan: review of the wheat 

sector and grain storage issues,” 
Fao Investment center, 2013. 

10 Ibid, viii.
11 given that the state bank of paki-

stan, along with other commercial 
banks, finances the government  

procurement of wheat, this assess-
ment is likely to be closer.

12 Ibid, vii.
13 Ibid.

14 Ibid, 24. godowns are horizontal 
or flat-shed storage facilities and 

ganjis are open-air storage facilities, 
often under tarpaulin or other cover.

15 Ibid, 25. 

PaKIStan: loSSeS In PuBlIc Procurement and the decISIon to adoPt  
PPP mode

annual wheat production in pakistan ranges from 20 to 24 million tons, roughly estimated at 
3 percent of the gross domestic product (gdp)9. about two-thirds of the wheat produced is 
marketed, with the government purchasing 35–50 percent10. current wheat stock estimates in 
pakistan range from 3.3 million Mt, as assessed by the united states agency for International 
development (usaId), to the state bank of pakistan’s estimate of 7 million tons11. total wheat 
consumption in pakistan is expected to rise to 23 to 24 million tons by 201712. 

the government of pakistan is actively involved in the wheat market with the twin objec-
tives of price stabilization and food security. the pakistan agricultural storage and services 
corporation limited (passco) and the provincial governments maintain the operational and 
strategic reserves. the federal government sets the procurement and release prices, with the 
provincial-level governments also playing an important role. since the mid-1980s, the govern-
ment has shifted toward positive market price support for wheat farmers, including during 
the food crisis of 2008–10, in an effort to increase domestic wheat production to meet food 
security needs. 

government procurement is financed by commercial loans from approximately 20 banks, 
including the state bank of pakistan, and the high interest rate of the loans adds about 11 
percent to the total government cost of procuring13. after procurement, wheat transportation 
is operated by the private sector, often with government financing. the government then 
stores the wheat in government-owned or rented storage facilities, primarily godowns or 
open-air ganjis14. Financial losses are estimated to be extremely high; however, these losses 
are not officially recognized or accounted for. as a result, the losses are absorbed by the 
government or by the millers at sale. the wheat is released from the storage to millers at a 
previously fixed price. the state’s losses from the current processes of procurement, storage, 
transport and financing are estimated to be up to 13 percent of the total costs15. given the 
chronic losses in public procurement and storage of grain, governments in the provinces of 
sindh and punjab in pakistan made the decision to go for ppp-based silo projects, which are 
currently at procurement stage.

examples of areas with potential for improving outputs through the use of 
modern and scientific methods, paired with private participation, include:

•	 change from bag-based storage to bulk storage with mechanical  
handling;

•	 Monitoring and removal of foreign matter at reception;

•	 Inventory monitoring through electronic scales and specialized computer 
software;

•	 aeration and recirculation of grain in bulk storage to equalize moisture 
and prevent pest infestation;

•	 temperature controlled storage and temperature monitoring to prevent 
infestation; and

•	 systems for segregating grain based on quality, such as protein based 
grain segregation.
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In addition, it would be easier to introduce the use of warehouse receipt-
based financing as well as modern Ict tools and techniques for supply 
chain efficiency improvement in areas where the storage systems are  
already modern and scientific.

addItIonal Source of fInancIng

lack of fiscal space in national or state budgets for construction of modern 
storage facilities, and need for additional sources of financing, has been  
one of the reasons governments have sought ppp arrangements. private 
sector investment can enable governments to spread capital expenditures 
over many years. For example, the fixed component of the fee for silo 
services is often used to pay for the amortization of the silo investment 
cost for the duration of the contract. this could be as long as 20 to 30 years 
based on several considerations, a key factor being the time required by the 
private party to recoup its capital investment at reasonable tariff levels. For 
many governments, fiscal constraints mean that ppp arrangements could be 
the only way to bridge the infrastructure gap. 

rISK tranSfer

In some publicly owned and operated storage facilities, a substantial pro-
portion of the cereals may be lost in storage and handling. a private opera-
tor can reduce these losses through good management practices and the 
right technology. 

however, the private sector company could itself face the possibility of 
shortfalls in demand and revenue that could raise the risk profile of a  
storage project significantly. a ppp grain storage contract can effectively 
allocate financing, construction, and performance risks to the private sector 
which is better able to manage these, while retaining the demand/ revenue 
risk with the public sector. this makes for an optimal risk allocation,  
especially in cases where government is involved in substantial grain  
procurement. 

TYPICAL PPP MODELS 
the ppp type adopted is most commonly determined on the basis of the objec-
tives that the ppp desires to achieve, the risk profile of projects, and the ability 
of parties to take on specific risks. as seen in the earlier part of this paper, most 
commonly, countries maintain reserves either for the purpose of food security 
during times of natural calamities, as a result of price stabilization programs,  
or as a linkage to ongoing social safety net programs. the practice depends on 
the type of linkage to other programs/ policies: 

•	 Where the reserves are linked to disaster response, there is a requirement  
of forecasting disasters suitably in advance with early warning systems to be 
able to rotate and maintain an optimal reserve;

•	 Where the linkage is to a price stabilization program consisting of procure-
ment by government at a minimum support price, it is difficult to assess 
storage requirements given that prices cannot always be predicted suffi-
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ciently in advance. India’s high minimum support prices have contributed to 
record wheat and rice crops with the state and federal government legally 
obligated to buy up the surplus, which has contributed to burgeoning re-
serve stocks and chronic shortages of adequate storage capacity; and

•	 Where there is linkage to ongoing social safety net programs, there are 
fewer problems in terms of estimating requirements and maintaining  
optimal reserves. 

although this discussion pertains to national food security policies, it has impor-
tant ramifications as far as predictability of demand for storage services is con-
cerned. For example, it could also help determine the best option for storage: 
public, private, or ppp mode. In addition, it could affect the type of ppp select-
ed, the duration of the contract, and the structuring of the risks of the project. 

overall, similar to projects in any other sector, ppps in grain storage range from 
full public ownership projects, which are the norm in most developing coun-
tries, to full privatization at the other end, with many variations in between (see 
Figure 9 below).

given the above background, we present below a spectrum of ppp models and 
examples. these models are used globally for grain and agricultural storage for 
emergency reserves as well as for other purposes. In the case of countries like 
India, the stocks are associated with national and state food ration and targeted 
feeding programs, resulting in longer term contracts. In these cases, the private 
party takes on a larger role in the provision of services and provides land as well 
as financing for projects17. Figure 9:  
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PuBlIc oWnerShIP of aSSetS WIth PrIVate oPeratIon

under this model, warehouses and goods are owned by the state, and a 
private company operates the storage facility. the state and the company 
enter into a contract that governs the mutual rights and obligations relat-
ing to the storage and restoration of goods and warehouse management. 
example: serbia, nigeria (with slight deviations). 

In nigeria, a similar but slightly different model is expected to be put to bid. 
Federal and state governments are offering concessions on 33 state-owned 
silo facilities and warehouses (box 2). this has been called the rbot model, 
in which the private party will modernize/ rehabilitate the silos and operate 
them. the assets will revert to the public authority after completion of the 
contract term. however, in the nigerian model currently being structured, it 
is envisaged that the silos will be used to provide storage services to private 
parties who store and trade in grain and other agricultural commodities. It is 
also expected that these will be linked to the operation of the commodities 
exchange. 

17 the categorization is adapted 
from a presentation by Mirjana 
Janjic and alojzij cerne , “Manage-
ment of national emergency stocks 
of agricultural products in serbia, 
slovenia, poland, germany and 
Models of ppp” made at Kenya ppp 
Workshop, september 3–4, 2013. 
this presentation was based on re-
search by alojzij cerne of the Zavod 
republike slovenije za blagovne 
reserve. 

Figure 10:  
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nigeria

source: national Food security program document 2008
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box 2

conceSSIonIng State-oWned SIlo comPlexeS In nIgerIa

In nigeria, agriculture accounts for 40 percent of the national gross domestic product 
(gdp)18, employs more than two-thirds of the labor force, and provides 88 percent of non- 
oil earnings. eighty percent of the agricultural gdp is contributed by crops (85 percent)19. 

In 2009, nigeria adopted a policy to hold 15 percent of the total grain harvest as reserves, 
with the national Food reserve agency (nFra) holding 5 percent as the core strategic re-
serve and individual states holding another 10 percent as “state buffer stocks.20” the govern-
ment is said to have provided n50 billion ($4.05 billion at 2009 conversion rates) in the 2009 
budget and another n96 billion ($7.8 billion at 2010 conversion rates) in 2010 to the Federal 
Ministry of agriculture and Water resources for the construction of government silo stor-
age facilities21. this appears to have been in line with the objectives outlined in the national 
Food security program document of 2008, which emphasized increased and improved food 
storage in the country (Figure 10). In addition to the storage capacity of 325,000 tons, which 
it already held, in 2010 nFra embarked on the procurement of equipment for the construc-
tion of 18 silo complexes at inland sites in different states, in line with stated policy. seven 
facilities had 100,000 tons capacity each (20 bins x 5000 tons per bin) and the remaining 11 
facilities were 25,000 tons each, bringing the total capacity to 1.3 million Mt. 

however, only a few of these storage facilities are operational. the rest are not operational 
and in some cases are abandoned. reasons include: 

•	 lack of fiscal resources to fill the silos and operationalize the sgr of 15 percent as  
envisaged earlier;

•	 government policy to make agriculture a commercial venture with greater private  
participation in grain and food markets; and

•	 dissolution of the nFrsa as an independent agency and the transfer of its functions  
to a ministerial department.

the Federal government of nigeria changed its policy of intervention in agriculture in favor  
of greater private participation, and commenced the implementation of the agriculture 
transformation agenda (ata) in 2011 in order to transform agriculture to a profitable busi-
ness. the ata seeks to promote agribusiness, attract private sector investment in agriculture, 
reduce post-harvest losses, add value to local produce, develop rural infrastructure,  
and enhance access of farmers to financial services and markets22. In 2012, nigeria’s Fed-
eral Ministry of agriculture and rural development (FMa&rd), which manages the 33 silo 
complexes built by government under its earlier policy of providing food security through 
government procurement and stocking, signed a Memorandum of cooperation with the In-
frastructure concession regulatory commission (Icrc) to concession out the silo complexes. 

the FMa&rd, in collaboration with the Icrc and the Federal Ministry of Finance (MoF), 
launched a call in october 2013 for retaining the services of a transaction adviser to pre-
pare the outline business case (obc) for the 33 silo complexes. While the details are being 
worked out, the Icrc has described the preferred ppp model for the silo project as rehabil-
itate-build-operate-transfer (rbot)23. under this model, the already-built silo complexes will 
be rehabilitated/ refurbished by the private entity and will be put to use for commercial stor-
age. It is envisaged at this stage that the private entity will take on the demand risk as well as 
pay government a part of the revenues earned in the form of concession payments.

18 oluyemisi Kuku-shittu, astrid 
Mathiassen, amit Wahwa, lucy 
Myles and akeem ajibola, “com-
prehensive Food security and 
vulnerability analysis, nigeria,” July 
2013, page 4.

19 national Food security program, 
2008, Federal government of 
nigeria

20 Institute for agriculture and trade 
policy, “grain reserves and the 
Food price crisis: selected Writings 
from 2008–2010,” June 2012, 34.

21 theophilius abbah, “nigeria: 
Food crisis – no grains in over 
n140 billion silos,” 21 october 
2012, www.allafrica.com.

22 african development bank, 
“strategic environmental and social 
assessment,” July 2013, 3.

23 http://www.icrc.gov.ng/project_
book.pdf
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JoInt oWnerShIP of aSSet WIth PrIVate oPeratIon

this model is similar to the public ownership model, except that the storage 
is co-owned with the company. the state has a contract with the company 
under which the state pays the costs of storage and management of the 
grain. In addition to these costs, the state, in proportion to its ownership 
share, also covers the current costs and maintenance of the warehouse.  
the model of joint venture companies has been used by oman to maintain 
its reserves (box 3). 

box 3

PaSfr JoInt VentureS WIth PrIVate flour mIllS In oman

oman is 0.8 percent24 self-sufficient in grain production, with low levels of cultivation of land 
due to lack of water for irrigation25. given this situation, oman cannot achieve self-sufficiency 
in food production and will continue to be heavily dependent upon the import of grains for 
domestic consumption. In addition, with demand showing an increasing trend with popu-
lation growth, new industrial zones, and greater inflows of foreign workers, it is expected 
that oman may have to rely solely on imports to meet food security needs by 205026. In the 
aftermath of the global financial crisis and continuing food price volatility, given the high 
import dependence, the government decided to increase its wheat storage capacity from 
six months to a 17-month supply27. In addition to ensuring food security for its population, 
oman also envisages itself as a hub for grain trade in the Middle east and north africa 
region.

the public authority for stores & Food reserves (pasFr) was established in 1980 with a 
mandate to maintain strategic food reserves as well as to ensure domestic price stability of 
basic commodities. pasFr is also responsible for constructing and maintaining warehousing 
for basic commodities28. pasFr envisages increasing private participation in order to fulfill 
this mandate, and it has established joint ventures for this purpose with atyab Investments 
llc29 (with 51 percent government shareholding) and with salalah Mills co. (with 4 percent 
government share). 

In oman, the Ministry of commerce and Industry is structuring a deal for the construction of 
steel silo storages at two port sites: 300,000 Mt at sohar port30 with oman Flour Mills and 
120000 Mt in salalah port with salalah Flour Mills. the agreement is a build-own-operate-
transfer (boot) model. 

 24 domestic production as a per-
centage of the amount available for 
consumption
25 Msafiri daudi Mbaga, “alternative 
mechanisms for achieving food se-
curity in aman, agriculture & Food 
security 2013, 2:3, 1 February 2013.
26 Ibid.
27 the World bank, “the grain 
chain: Food security and Managing 
Wheat Imports in arab countries,” 
2012, http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/
user_upload/tci/docs/the%20
grain%20chain_eng.pdf, 14.
28 rice, sugar, separated lentils, tea, 
milk powder, edible oil and wheat.
29 atyab Investments llc, estab-
lished in 1977, has a subsidiary 
oman Flour Mills which together 
with the salalah Mills company,  
established later in 1995, has a 
market share of 95 percent in  
locally milled wheat flour.
30 this will be part of the Food  
cluster in sohar port and Freezone.

PrIVate oWnerShIP and oPeratIon WIth PuBlIc fInancIng 

In this model, storage is owned by a private company, but the state, based 
on full or partial financing of the construction, has the right to affordable 
rental. the private operator provides storage service for state-owned food 
commodities. this model is similar to the fourth model, except that a long-
term contract in addition to other rights and obligations sets a deadline for 
ending the right of the state to cheaper warehousing. this model is also 
similar to the fifth model, except that the state has the right to cheaper 
warehousing until the end of a long-term contract. after the end of that 
agreement, the benefit expires. example: croatia, Madhya pradesh in India.

the state of Madhya pradesh in India has a ppp model with viability gap 
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Financing (vgF) support from the government to the private party with the 
amount of vgF required being the basis of bid. section III examines the 
Mp silo project in greater detail. the peg scheme in India is also based on 
private financing of storage and renting back to government at pre-agreed 
rates. see box 4 for details.

box 4

PrIVate fInancIng of Storage InfraStructure through the 
PrIVate entrePreneurS guarantee (Peg) Scheme In IndIa 

government procurement of wheat rose progressively from 9.23 million tons in 2006–07 to 
an estimated 40 million tons in 2013–14. In July 2008, the FcI launched the peg scheme, 
aimed at increasing the storage capacity for consuming states to four months of targeted 
public distribution system (tpds), and for procured food grain in producing states to meet 
the highest stock levels recorded in the previous three years. the peg scheme was started 
for states that do not participate in decentralized procurement (dcp), with facilities delivered 
under the program used by FcI to store central pool grain stocks. It was extended to  
the remaining states in 2009. 

as the name implies, the program provides a guarantee of usage of godowns to private 
developers that deliver those facilities. the 2008 peg scheme was designed to increase the 
number of godowns through central Warehousing corporation (cWc), state Warehousing 
corporation (sWc), and private entrepreneurs, based on providing guarantees for a period  
of five, seven, or 10 years. the minimum capacity of storage facilities to be procured under 
peg is 5,000 Mt for plain areas and 1,670 Mt for hilly areas, requiring a minimum of two 
acres and 0.82 acres of land respectively. the construction period for the godowns is set  
at one year for non-railway siding facilities and two years for railway siding facilities, with 
the option for a one-year delay in construction resulting in a corresponding reduction in the 
guarantee period. the procurement process involved two-stage bidding. 

the program has the following features:

•	 the three parties involved in the peg scheme are the FcI, the cWc/sWcs, and  
the private party. It involves two agreements for each project, one between the FcI  
and the cWc/ sWcs, and the other between the cWc/sWcs and the private party.

•	 the private party is selected based on a two-stage open bidding process. 

•	 the monthly rate of rent to be paid to the private party is the sole selection criterion. 
other factors considered as part of the technical bid prior to and separate from the 
financial bid are as follows: suitability of site based on distance from rail siding and  
other conditions; and the technical capacity of the bidder.

•	 the private party finances and constructs the storage based on technical  
specifications issued by FcI.

•	 the cWc/sWc hires the storage from the private party upon completion of  
construction.

•	 Five years upwards of guaranteed storage is provided to the private party.

•	 the private party can have contiguous storage for private/ commercial storage  
operations.

•	 the cWc/sWc is responsible for overall operations and bears the performance  
risk (i.e., the losses).
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box 4, 
continued

•	 the cWc/sWc can handle food grain preservation, security and other activities itself  
or outsource these to a private party.

•	 all payments are borne by the FcI under the peg scheme guidelines.

•	 the payment mechanism for FcI payments to the cWc/sWcs has the following  
components:

a. Payments made by the CWC/SWCs to the private party;

b. Expenses on food grain preservation and security; and.

c. Supervision charges which are up to 15 percent of component A.

•	 as of July 31, 2013, more than seven million Mt of new capacity had been delivered  
under the peg scheme (Figure 11). 

source: Food corporation of India
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PrIVate oWnerShIP and oPeratIon of Storage 

storage facilities are owned and operated by the company, which acts as 
the landlord and manager. the food commodities are owned by the state. 
this is the model that is used in the 28 countries of the european union (eu) 
whose rules do not permit use of government owned storage facilities for 
food commodities purchased under the eu common agricultural policy’s 
(cap) system of Minimum support prices (Msp). In each eu country, there 
is a government payment agency that channels funds from the cap budget 
to farmers, including for purchase of commodities at Msp. these national 
agencies also contract for storage services from the private sector following 
eu regulations, including open tenders.

this ppp model is also closest to the form we see in India (design build  
Finance own and operate, or dbFoo) in the FcI (box 5) and punjab silo  
projects in India (box 6), and in the pakistan projects, where the storage 
services are provided for government owned grains at a price determined 
through bid. 

box 5

fcI SIlo ProJect In IndIa

India’s government mandated FcI to establish 2 million Mt of food grain silo capacity on a 
ppp basis. the food grain silos are to be built across 36 different locations in both procur-
ing and consuming areas, in a total of nine states: bihar, gujarat, haryana, Kerala, Madhya 
pradesh, Maharashtra, punjab, uttar pradesh, and West bengal. thirty-four of the planned 
silo complexes will have a capacity of 50,000Mts, while the two silos planned for Kerala will 
have a 25,000Mt capacity. FcI finalized three different project options based on project  
location, with variance in storage capacity (either 50,000Mt or 25,000Mt) and whether intake 
and offtake will be in bulk and bag, or solely in bags.

the ppp projects will operate on a design, build, Finance, own and operate (dbFoo) basis. 
FcI has chosen a two-stage online competitive bidding process for procuring the private  
party. FcI issued a request for Qualification (rFQ) on november 21, 2013, which did not  
receive the expected response and has been cancelled. Fresh tenders with changes in some  
of the conditions are expected to be issued in next few months. 

the basic project features are as follows:

•	 the private party is required to provide storage, preservation and handling services in  
the silo complex, on an exclusive basis to the authority (FcI) for a period of 22 years. 

•	 the project is fully financed by the private party. 

•	 the private party is paid on the basis of making available the required capacity

•	 the payment mechanism consists of fixed charges, variable charges, and loading and 
unloading charges. the Fixed storage charge is indexed to 70 percent of the Wholesale 
price Index. the variable storage charge is 3 percent of the Fixed storage charge. the 
handling charge is indexed to the consumer price index (cpI). the authority also pays a 
service tax, as applicable under service tax rules. 

•	 the bid variable is the lowest level of fixed charges.

•	 the selected bidder for each of the proposed silo complexes procures the land for the 
complex and the rail siding. the land required for the 50,000 Mt capacity silo complex  
is a minimum of 11 acres, with a requirement of 9 acres for the 25,000 Mt silos. 
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box 5, 
continued

box 6

•	 the proposed location of the rail siding should be feasible for connectivity with the 
Indian railway network.

•	 the concessionaire is permitted to use the rail siding for other commercial activities at  
a revenue share of 5 percent with FcI.

It is expected that the capital costs of the project might be higher than other silo projects, 
such as the punjab and Mp projects. this is due to the requirements related to the rail siding 
including the large area of land and the prior feasibility study on suitability of the land for  
the purpose. 

PunJaB SIlo ProJect In IndIa

the punjab silo was the pioneering ppp project in grain storage in India after the initial proj-
ect by adani agro logistics limited (aall), which was commissioned in 2007 (box 12). It is 
a boo project with a concession period of thirty years with a set of four silos with a capacity 
12,500 Mt each, for a total capacity of 50,000 Mt. the punjab project set the tone for other 
projects that followed in the state of Madhya pradesh, as well as FcI sponsored projects to 
be constructed all over the country. It is also one of the relatively few boo ppp projects in 
India. the punjab project, as is the case with other recent projects in India, is solely for the 
purpose of storing wheat. It has been fully operational for three years. 

the project was procured by the punjab state grain procurement corporation (pungraIn) 
with the help of IFc, which was engaged as the transaction advisor. a two stage bidding pro-
cess was used, whereby 12 bidders participated in the rFQ process and final proposals were 
submitted by five shortlisted participants. the bid criterion used was the lowest fixed charge 
payable by government per Mt. lt Foods limited, a 40-year-old company engaged in the 
processing, storage, and marketing of basmati rice – and which has 15 years of experience 
in silo storage—won the final bid on the basis of a price of Inr 1,185 per Mt. the award was 
made in May 2010 and work was completed in early 2011.

the key features of the ppp are as follows:

•	 the private party is responsible for the financing, design, construction, operation  
and maintenance of the silo. 

•	 the private party is responsible for procuring land within a period of three months  
from the date of contract execution. 

•	 the site is required to be within eight kilometers of a rail head with loading facilities,  
siding, and a commercial facility for booking.

•	 the sites require a minimum of 3 hectares of land.

•	 the authority is responsible for making payments based on availability. 
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box 6,  
continued

•	 the authority (pungraIn) is required to procure and deliver the wheat grain in bags  
to the concessionaire for storage in the silos.

•	 the private party is responsible for unloading, de-bagging, weighing, testing, drying  
(if required), storing, and maintaining the quality of wheat grain, and bagging and  
dispatching the wheat grain.

•	 the payment mechanism consists of fixed and variable charges. the Fixed service  
charge is at Inr 1,185/Mt and the variable acceptance and dispatch service charges  
are at 7.5 percent of the Fixed service charge each.

•	 the Fixed service charge is paid on a monthly basis by the authority whether or not the 
storage is fully utilized. 

•	 the project assets remain with the concessionaire after contract expiry.

conceSSIon WIth PrIVate oPeratIon and oWnerShIP of  
Storage and agrIcultural StocK

under this model, operational in switzerland, storage is owned and operat-
ed by the company and the agricultural commodities are also owned by the 
company. the state merely supervises the implementation of contractual 
obligations of storage. this is the only model of ensuring commodity re-
serves that is financed by the companies. In all other models, goods/ grains 
are financed by the state. an example of a totally private model in ensuring 
the development of a commercial grain market but for a purpose other than 
maintaining core strategic food reserves is that of the phptcs (box 7) in the 
philippines. these were initially envisaged by the government as a ppp but 
were later converted to an outright sale of assets to the private sector.

Figure 12:  
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box 7

the caSe of the PoSt-harVeSt ProceSSIng and tradIng  
centerS (PhPtc) In the PhIlIPPIneS

the philippines department of agriculture’s national agribusiness corporation (nabcor) 
owned and operated about 19 phptcs for yellow corn. these phptcs were owned by the 
nabcor jointly with local government units (lgus) before the official closing of nabcor 
recently. the phptcs bought yellow corn from the farmers and processed and marketed it. 
however, these facilities have been operating inefficiently and at high loss levels. the philip-
pines department of agriculture (da), given the high levels of post-harvest losses (Figure 12), 
planned to convert the jointly owned phptcs into ppps as part of a plan to deliver a bulk  
handling system for grain, with processing centers and transshipment stations in major  
production areas and selected seaports.

based on feasibility studies, it was found that ppp projects were feasible for 11 of the 
phptcs. 

however, with a change in policy and government’s emphasis on running the grain and ag-
ricultural business as a commercial venture, rather than as a government supported activity, 
the government decided to go in for outright sale of assets of the 11 centers and has called  
for requests for qualifications from interested private parties. Firms can place bids for mul-
tiple phptcs and once the successful bidders are selected the government will sign asset 
purchase agreements with them. the phptcs are expected to operate as fully privatized  
entities with the government (under the da and the bureau of agriculture and Fisheries  
products standards [baFps] quality accreditations system) playing a regulatory role.

 31 public-private partnership pro-
gram “the philippine public-private 
partnership program,” May 2012, 
http://ppp.gov.ph/wp-content/
uploads/2012/05/ppp-brochure_
May2012.pdf, 23.
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MP SILO PROJECT, INDIA32

this case examines the objectives, structuring and procurement of the silo  
project in the state of Madhya pradesh in India. 

Wheat production in the state of Madhya pradesh in India has increased signifi-
cantly during the last few years. simultaneously, frequent upward revision of the 
Minimum support price (Msp) and the consequent increase in the quantum of 
wheat procured by the state has resulted in surplus stocks over and above the 
amount required for the public distribution system (Figure 13). however, Mad-
hya pradesh lacks the required level of storage and handling facilities for such 
large stocks, resulting in losses estimated by the MpWlc at 10 percent  
of the total stock.

the government of Madhya pradesh decided to add about 6 million Mt of  
storage over and above the 9.1 million Mt of storage available in the state in 
2012. the storage was to be added over two years: 2.5 million Mt in 2013 and 
3.5 million Mt in 2014. there is a mix of public and private investment as well  
as a mix of storage types, including conventional warehouses, steel silos, and 
silo bags (table 2). the choice was based on an analysis of available public  
fiscal space, volumes of storage needed, and location of storage, as well as  
the potential attractiveness of a specific storage project to the private sector.

the government issued the Warehousing & logistics policy in 2012 to pro-
mote the silo project and adopted a design, build, Finance, operate, and 
transfer (dbFot) model. the firm Mott Macdonald was retained to prepare a 

PROJECT  
CASE STuDY

32 the case study is based on 
presentation and discussion of the 
Mp silo project by sheo shekhar 
shukla, ex-Md, MpWlc at the 
brown bag lunch on “public-private 
partnerships in grain storage”, held 
on June 5 at the World bank, Wash-
ington dc. In addition, some details 
have been accessed from the pro-
curement and contract documents 
relating to these projects available 
in the public domain.
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source: Madhya pradesh Warehousing and logistics corporation limited

Figure 13:  
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techno-commercial feasibility study of the proposal. the contract document 
was drafted in close coordination with the planning commission as well as the 
department of economic affairs in the government of India. table 3 describes 
the salient features of the project.

the individual silo projects are very small ppp projects with small capital and 
operational costs. It may be noted that land costs are not included in the total 
costs. the capital cost of each project has been estimated at approximately 
Inr 31 crore (approximately $5 million33). It was estimated based on a financial 
analysis that vgF may be required to make the project financially feasible. box 
8 describes basic costs, sources of revenue, and key projected financial ratios 
for the project.

33 at current rate of exchange of  
$1 = Inr 60
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source: government of Madhya pradesh, India

table 2:  
projected  

investment in  
storage in Mp,  

India

PrIVate InVeStment

     Investment incentives 1.50 million Mt

     business guarantee 1.30 million Mt

     rural godowns 0.35 million Mt

     steel silos with vgF 0.50 million Mt

     steel silos with business guarantee 0.35 million Mt

total      4.00 million Mt

public Investment      2.00 million Mt

grand total      6.00 million Mt

table 3:  
salient features  
of the Mp silo  
project, India

PPP 
model

locatIonS caPacIty goVernment 
SuPPort

BId crIterIon tarIff

dbFot dewas, harda, 
hoshangabad, 
raisen, satna, 
sehore, ujjain, 
vidisha, bhopal, 
and Indore.

50000 Mt in each 
location  
and a total of  
0.5 million Mt.

20% vgF each 
by Mp state/ 
government of 
India in upfront 
and operational 
payments.

8 acres of land 
for each project 
by state.

10 year business 
guarantee for the 
entire capacity 
built.

20 years conces-
sion term. 

lowest viability 
gap Financing 
required.

the same tariff as 
for conventional 
godowns. 

the tariff is set 
from time to time 
by the govern-
ment of Madhya 
pradesh for all 
MpWlc-owned 
storage.
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box 8

ProJected fInancIalS of mP SIlo ProJect, IndIa

tables 4, 5, 6a, and 6b detail the cost structure, revenues, and the sensitivity analysis of  
key ratios projected for each silo project by the MpWlc. the government appears to have 
used a lower than actual level of Wacc, but the financial analysis shows that the projects  
are feasible with good debt service coverage (30:70 equity: debt ratio and with some level  
of vgF). 

table 4:  
silo complex— 

costs

deScrIPtIon Inr mIllIon

land & site development 0.070

building and civil Works 144.563

plant & Machineries 96.695

electrical, automation, & other utilities 28.750

preliminary & pre-operative expenses 21.877

contingency 13.504

total block cost 305.458

Margin Money 0.8943

total capital cost 306.352
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table 5:  
silo complex— 

revenues

table 6a:  
sensitivity of key 

ratios to vgF

reVenueS Inr/mt/year deScrIPtIon

receipt & dispatch charges 91.20 reimbursement at actual values handled

commission charges 1%
on value of actual quantity handled under central 
pool system

Vgf % 0% 10% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

project cost 3063.52 2757.17 2450.81 2297.64 2144.46 1991.29 1838.11

vgF amount 0.00 306.35 612.70 765.88 919.06 1072.23 1225.41

project Irr 12.14% 13.23% 14.55% 15.34% 16.21% 17.19% 18.32%

equity Irr 14.05% 15.85% 18.23% 19.75% 21.57% 23.83% 26.68%

dscr 1.00 1.11 1.24 1.31 1.40 1.50 1.61

Storage chargeS Inr/mt/year

variable charge 67.30 as on april 1, 2012

Fixed charge 723.46 as on april 1, 2012

Wacc=9.97
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table 6b:  
sensitivity of  
equity Irr to  

vgF & utilization 
year 11–30

14.05% 10% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

100% 15.85% 18.23% 19.75% 21.57% 23.83% 26.68%

90% 14.87% 17.27% 18.80% 20.64% 22.93% 25.82%

80% 13.77% 16.16% 17.69% 19.55% 21.87% 24.83%

70% 13.12% 15.52% 17.07% 18.95% 21.29% 24.29%

60% 10.75% 13.19% 14.77% 16.70% 19.13% 22.28%

UTilizATion & VGF

EqUiTy iRR

UTilizATion AFTER 10 yEARS

AVAilABiliTy oF VGF

Wacc=9.97 | equity Irr > 12% desirable

the MpWlc adopted a two-stage open bidding process with a request for 
Qualifications in March 2013 for pre-qualifying eligible bidders. see box 9  
for details of the evaluation process adopted. 

box 9

eValuatIon ProceSS of mP SIlo ProJect, IndIa

the evaluation process consisted of a scoring and weighting system based on project experi-
ence of firms/ consortia. For the purpose of technical pre-qualification of firms, the issue the 
MpWlc had to deal with was to reach a balance between the ppp and sector/ domain exper-
tise requirements. While it was decided to not require mandatory silo experience for the firm, 
since there is less of that kind of expertise inside the country and larger international firms 
may not be interested in bidding for smaller projects even if bid out in packages, it was felt 
that firms should at least get a premium in terms of scores to the extent of their silo / storage 
sector experience. the MpWlc therefore categorized the firm’s project experience in terms 
of four categories of projects and assigned weights/factors for evaluating the experience in 
each specific category (table 7). 

Firms pre-qualified based on the above criteria were invited to submit financial bids. at this 
stage the sole criterion used was the amount of vgF required/ amount of premium offered.
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there was a high level of interest in the project and 168 bids were submitted 
by 31 firms/ consortia for the ten silo complexes. Forty-four financial bids were 
submitted by nine firms/ consortia for the 10 silo complexes. the sole bid crite-
rion following pre-qualification on technical and financial criteria was the lowest 
level of vgF required (or the premium offered). (see box 10 for details of the 
vgF based bids received.)

table 7:  
categorization  
of projects &  

assignment of 
weights

category I category II category III category IV

sector
ppp projects in  
warehousing/ 
storage sector

ppp projects in  
core sector

epc projects in  
warehousing/ 
storage sector

epc projects in  
core sector

Factor assigned 1.5 0.8 0.9 0.4

box 10

VIaBIlIty gaP fInancIng for SIloS In mP, IndIa

the scheme for support to public-private partnerships in Infrastructure was initiated in 2005. 
the scheme provides for 20 percent grant support from the government of India to projects 
at national and sub-national levels, where a project is found to be economically  
feasible but not financially so, and fulfills other general eligibility criteria. 

the government of India accorded in-principle approval for up to 20 percent vgF to be pro-
vided to the 10 silo complexes. Final vgF paid is determined on the basis of the bid, with the 
amount of vgF required being the sole bid criterion in the second stage of bidding involving 
pre-qualified firms. 

the private sector perspective on the projects appears to be mixed, with a range of amounts 
quoted as vgF for each project by different bidders. overall, the perspective is more opti-
mistic than the government view, as very low vgF or some amount of premium has been bid 
by the winning firms/ consortia (table 8). one reason could be that firms were allowed to bid 
for multiple projects, and getting more than one project leads to synergies that reduce costs. 
another reason could be early wins that companies might be trying to get in order to prepare 
for the larger FcI storage program and other state programs likely in the short to medium 
term. however, it does raise questions—as in any other ppp project—about the information 
on costs. It also brings up issues of aggressive bidding in order to capture the market for a 
specific type of project/ service, as well as questions on possible future problems in closing  
or even future operational performance issues. 
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table 8:  
vgF bids by  

firms in the Mp  
silo projects

location* (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii) (viii) (ix) (x)

Firm

pristine  
logistics

1.025 0.911 0.971 1.000 1.075 0.874 0.999 1.051 - -

adani  
enterprise

0.211 0.291 0.241 0.231 0.311 0.221 0.241 0.221 0.351 0.311

lt Foods  
limited

0.626 1.220 1.130 1.146 0.626 0.577 0.611 1.170
0.005 

Premium 0.005

techno electric 
& engineering

- - 0.842 - - 0.582 0.985 - - -

veerprabhu 
Marketing

1.070 1.138 1.070 0.941 - 0.795 - 0.941 - -

sri avantika 
contractors (t)

- - - 0.900 - - - 0.900 - -

total shipping 
& logistics

- - - 0.525 -
0.001 

Premium - - - -

oakridge  
energy

- 0.899 - - - - - - - -

vishandas 
asnani

- - - - - - - - 0.165 0.145

lowest bidders adani adani adani adani adani tsl** adani adani lt Foods lt Foods

* locations: (i) dewas; (ii) harda; (iii) hoshangabad; (iv) raisen; (v) satna; (vi) sehore; (vii) ujjain; (viii) vidisha; (ix) bhopal;  
 (x) Indore.

**total shipping & logistics limited

Financial quote (VGF required) in inR millions

the deals are expected to achieve financial closure very soon and it is expected 
that the new silos would be ready for use before the 2015 rabi34 harvest.

34 rabi crops are sown in october-
november and are harvested in 

spring, i.e., around april.
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KEY LESSONS
lessons are now emerging in countries that are at various stages of implement-
ing ppp silo projects. India, where we studied the evolution of the various ppp 
types in greater detail for the purposes of this paper, has a number of early les-
sons to offer. Many of these early stage concerns relate to procurement stages 
from bid requirements and clauses in draft contracts. other issues focus on the 
understanding and acceptability of project structures by investors. Key positive 
lessons from India underline the importance of following a transparent procure-
ment process—where bidders are not only kept aware of the progress of the 
process but key elements of information are shared with bidders, and bidder 
feedback is taken at each stage of the process. 

some areas where governments need to be cautious and some issues that have 
emerged from ongoing experience are also highlighted below. these do not  
exhaust all possibilities and it is likely that we will see more lessons emerging  
as we gain more implementation experience from a larger set of countries.

StructurIng of ProJectS

as discussed earlier in the paper, silo projects have risk profiles which are 
related to government policy as well as to the way the sponsor structures 
the project that is brought to bid. 

similar to ppp projects in other sectors, it is important that the project is 
structured in a way that the risk allocation is fair and efficient, with the risks 

CONCLuSION
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allocated to parties that are best able to handle them. For example, risks 
that are in the government’s control (for example, changes in law) should be 
allocated to the public sector, while other risks that are in the private party’s 
control (such as construction and operation) should be allocated to the 
operator. 

however, it is important to remember that ppp projects in grain storage are 
typically first of their kinds in countries and therefore carry higher risks than 
projects in other sectors (such as power, where private sector activity is more 
common). specifically, in a grain storage project, the private sector opera-
tor’s primary concern revolves around the government’s ability to pay during 
the concession term. this payment risk has to be addressed in some way 
during project structuring in order to encourage the private sector to be 
willing to take this risk for the long term. For example, in case of the ongo-
ing sindh grain storage ppp project, the provincial government has set up 
a vgF, which will be tapped into to provide a letter of credit to the private 
sector investor to cover part of the payment risk. this not only addresses 
some of the payment risk for the project, but also shows government com-
mitment to the project and encourages the private sector to invest in the 
project. 

another important risk that is typical in grain storage projects is the large 
number of stakeholders in this sector. these can include farmers, middle-
men, provincial and federal governments, millers, and consumers. With 
introduction of private sector activity in this sector, there is a possibility that 
some or all of these stakeholders are not excited about this change. the 
public sector has to undertake consultation sessions with each of these 
stakeholders in order to ensure that there are no grievances at a later stage. 
If this is a risk that is not handled properly at the onset of the project, it has 
potential to create significant social issues. since this risk is not in the  
private sector’s hands, it needs to be handled entirely by the government. 

apart from risk allocation related issues, we have seen in the case of the 
Madhya pradesh project that there could be challenges in the costing of 
projects. While silo projects do seem to be rather simple in terms of capi-
tal investments, it is not clear what level of tariff should be considered the 
right level. For example, there is substantial difference between the tariff 
in the case of the punjab project and the Mp project. While the costs could 
be explained by the initial investments in land, upfront grants by the Mp 
government, and the differences in commercial structure such as provision 
of actual handling charges in Mp, it is not entirely clear with the low level 
of vgF requirements being presented by the bidders in Mp if these differ-
ences alone can explain the large difference in tariff, one set by the govern-
ment and one determined through market competition. In general, there 
is a risk when the government sets an artificially low or high tariff instead of 
relying on market forces.

Pre-QualIfIcatIon of fIrmS

Incorrect or vaguely written pre-qualification criteria could have the follow-
ing repercussions:

•	 companies with little experience enter the bid process;
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•	 eligibility criteria create an entry barrier for companies, resulting in  
low level of competition; and

•	 Quality of bids suffers with bid prices and storage solutions that are  
not feasible.

Many developing countries have little experience within the public or pri-
vate sector of establishing, or operating and maintaining, larger scale silo 
storage. given this, it has been difficult for governments to set the eligibility 
criteria for bidding for these projects appropriately. stringent requirements 
relating to running of silo projects have the potential to become a major 
entry barrier. at the same time, more flexibility with emphasis on allowing 
companies to source technical experts from outside to provide the required 
experience and expertise could result in participant companies with no  
experience getting pre-qualified as well. there is also the likelihood of low  
but less well analyzed or infeasible bids; even infeasible bids may have to 
be accepted by the public authority given procurement rules relating to  
lowest bid. 

It is not unlikely under such a scenario that public authorities will sign  
agreements with companies or consortia with no prior experience in the 
area. the performance risk increases substantially in each case. table 9 
shows the technical pre-qualification criteria used in three different silo ppp 
projects in India. In the Indian projects, the lack of prior experience in food 
silo or storage projects was not used as a basis for rejection. however, the 
evaluation scores were weighted such that experience in food silo or stor-
age projects would count for more. however, since the scoring was done as 
a factor of the total value/cost of payments received by the firm, firms with a 
high value of total payments in core infrastructure projects could potentially 
score higher than firms with a fair or medium level of focused silo or food 
storage infrastructure experience. 

In the case of the bids for the 10 silo projects, of the nine firms appearing 
in the final proposals, at least five had substantial experience in food silo or 
storage projects. however, while this is the case in technical selection, the 
financial bid is the sole determining factor for selection from within techni-
cally qualified firms. because there is no weight allocated in the final reckon-
ing for the technical scores, there is an increased probability that a firm with 
no food silo or storage experience will be selected. 

In the case of punjab as well as the Madhya pradesh projects in India,  
however, firms with some prior experience in storage emerged as preferred 
bidders. In Madhya pradesh, in seven out of 10 projects, adani enterprise—
which has run storage and transportation projects for government through 
its affiliated companies—was selected. 

It is also worthwhile considering other procurement methodologies that 
might give different weights to technical and cost factors or evaluate these 
differently—for example, use both financial and technical factors to arrive  
at the final score.
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table 9:  
technical  

prequalification  
criteria in silo  
ppp projects,  

India

ProJect technIcal PreQualIfIcatIon crIterIa

FcI option a: shareholder with min. of 51 percent equity stake in develop-
ment, operation & maintenance of at least 1 infrastructure project with 
min. capital cost per project not less than Inr 32 crores for 50,000 Mt 
capacity silo complex and Inr 21 crores for 25,000 Mt. 

option b: shareholder with min. of 51 percent equity stake in develop-
ment, operation & maintenance of projects related to (i) bulk storage  
and material handling systems of; and (ii) projects related to handling 
and storage of food grains or similar commodities, including project  
management, operation and maintenance of handling systems and 
equipment; min. experience with 1 project with capital cost of not less 
than Inr 32 crores for 50,000 Mt projects/Inr 21 crores for 25,000Mt 
or min. experience of 2 projects with cost not less than rs 16 crores for 
50,000 Mt project/rs 11 crores each for 25,000 Mt project.

option c: execution of at least 1 project with at least 51 percent equity 
stake of turnkey engineering procurement and construction (epc)  
contracts in infrastructure of bulk storage and material handling  
systems or projects relating to handling and storage of food grains  
or similar commodities; minimum capital cost shall be rs 32 crores  
for 50,000 Mt projects, rs 21 crores for 25,000 Mt projects. 

Madhya 
pradesh

project experience including: paid for, or received payments for con-
struction of, and/or paid for development of, and/or collected and 
appropriated revenues such that the sum total is Inr 45 crore for the 
following eligible projects in the warehousing/storage sector and core 
sector:

a ppp project undertaken on a bot, bolt, boo, boot or similar basis  
for providing output or services to a public sector entity or providing 
non-discriminatory access to users in pursuance of its charter, concession 
or contract; the entity claiming experience must have held a min. of 26 
percent equity; the capital cost must have been more than Inr 6 crore; 
the entity claiming experience shall, during the last 5 financial years 
preceding the application due date have (i) paid for development of the 
project, and/or (ii) collected and appropriated the revenues from users 
availing of non-discriminatory access to or use of fixed project assets, but 
shall not include revenues from sale/provision of goods or services; or

construction experience in warehousing/storage sector or core sector in 
which the applicant has paid for the execution of it construction works or 
received payments for its clients, fully or partially, during the 5 financial 
years immediately preceding the application due date, and only the 
payments actually made or received during such 5 financial years shall 
qualify in computing the experience score; payments less than Inr 6 
crore shall not be reckoned as payments/receipts for eligible projects.
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BId reQuIrementS relatIng to SIte

In projects where the private sector provides the land, a few key problems 
may also arise:

•	 availability of land at the desired location may be an issue;

•	 cost of land at desired location might be substantial, leading to a 
higher bid price; and

•	 land ownership/ access related provisions as a condition for eligibility to 
bid could reduce private sector interest.

table 9, 
continued :

punjab project experience including: paid for development of, and/or experi-
ence in the operations and maintenance of, and collected and appropri-
ated revenues from, and/or paid for, or received payments for, construc-
tion of the following eligible projects:

a ppp project undertaken on a bot, bolt, boo, boot or similar basis  
for providing output or services to a public sector entity or providing  
non-discriminatory access to users in pursuance of concession or  
contract, and construction experience in agricultural sector (including 
agri. projects undertaken on a private basis and/or captive basis)and/
or a ppp project and construction in the core sector; the entity claiming 
experience must have held a min. of 26 percent of issued and paid-up 
equity throughout project; capital cost of project must have been more 
than Inr 50 million; and during the last 5 years or 2 years have (i) paid for 
development of the project; and/or (ii) collected and appropriated the 
revenues from users of fixed project assets; or

paid for the execution of its construction works or received payments 
from its client(s) for construction executed, fully or partially, during the 
5 or 2 financial years immediately preceding the bid due date, and only 
the payments actually made or received shall qualify; payments/receipts 
less than Inr 5 crores shall not be reckoned as payments/receipts for 
eligible projects; and construction works shall not include the supply of 
goods/equipment except when they form part of a turnkey construc-
tion contract/epc contract for the project; the cost of land shall not be 
included; and

such that the sum total of the above is more than Inr 600 million with 
the bidder demonstrating experience over 5 financial years preceding  
the bid due date or more than Inr 250 million while demonstrating  
technical capacity and experience over 2 financial years preceding the 
bid due date.
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the government needs to preserve a balance between its legitimate  
concern of ensuring that the bids do not fail due to lack of bidder access  
to land, and the problem of rigidity in bid conditions, which might deter 
bidders from participating in the bid. 

In order to ensure the availability of land at an early stage in the bid, the FcI 
silo project in India has the following requirement relating to land at rFQ 
stage: “the applicant shall have adequate and contiguous parcel of land, 
free from encumbrances, as per the specifications laid down herein for the 
construction of the project along with rail siding connected to the rail net-
work for each of the locations being applied for. the applicant shall provide 
details of the land parcel(s) as part of the application. If the applicant and 
in case of consortium, any member or their associate owns the requisite 
extent of the land, such owner shall give an undertaking for transfer of the 
land either by sale or on a long lease, of not less than 25 (twenty five) years, 
to the concessionaire spv duly supported by the certified copy of owner-
ship documents.” 

In cases where such ownership cannot be demonstrated at the time of rFQ, 
the applicant has to submit an additional bank guarantee of Inr 7.5 million 
with the application. this amount is not unduly high, but companies have 
pointed this out as adding to bid costs which are already substantial as 
compared to the value of individual silo projects which are typically small in 
size. In addition, the applicant is also required to submit a feasibility study 
from an authorized consultant for connecting the site of the rail siding to  
the network of the Indian railways. this adds to the cost substantially, as 
feasibility studies do not come cheap. If there are various applicants for 
the same location, it is likely that a number of companies might be looking 
at the same parcel of land, especially where there may be limited options 
leading to substantial premium being added to the price leading up to its 
purchase by the winning bidder.

these costs, which may be substantial, are required to be borne by the  
applicant. given that an applicant has no guarantee of winning the bid, 
these requirements at rFQ stage could be premature and may have the 
potential to reduce private sector interest in the project. 

In contrast, in the punjab silo project, land was provided by the private 
party. however, the private party was allowed three months after the execu-
tion of the contract to produce land ownership or lease documents with no 
requirements relating to this at rFQ stage. While this increases the risk of 
non-serious bidding or site risk for the public authority, it reduces the costs 
of bidding for the private party. 

It is not fully clear to what extent the requirements relating to land could  
affect participation in bidding. this would need to be tracked as the pro-
curement process in the FcI project progresses. however, it is clear that  
this could be one of the issues where authorities may have to look for a  
balanced approach. 
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reQuIrementS relatIng to connectIng InfraStructure/ 
logIStIcS

silo projects cannot be designed in isolation, and like several other infra-
structure projects (such as power generation, ports, and airports) there are 
issues of evacuation and loading. this brings up the need for a good road 
or rail connection, preferably the latter. the quantities and movements 
could be substantial, especially where producing and consuming areas are 
different, and, cost issues are likely. handling equipment in the silos requires 
electricity, but it is possible to install back-up diesel-generation sets for  
the purpose. 

all projects come with location requirements based on adequate availability 
of land, connectivity to rail and road, and proximity to producing and con-
suming locations. In the case of the state of Madhya pradesh, government 
land has been used, so sites are specific. In the case of the other projects 
where the private party is expected to secure land, given that the services 
are to be bought by the government for a guaranteed period of time, loca-
tion requirements are stated in the contract. 

of the project examples reviewed, the FcI project has a mandatory require-
ment of rail siding, while there is no such requirement in the case of other 
projects. discussed below are some of the ramifications of this requirement:

•	 less flexibility in location: the location choice becomes less flexible 
where the rail siding has to be a part of the infrastructure provided by 
the private provider, especially since the connection needs to be to an 
existing rail network in order to minimize the costs involved. this could 
lead to major delays in site identification and could also lead to lower 
levels of investor interest.

•	 high capital costs: the cost of construction of a rail siding is expected to 
add considerably to the cost of each project. as compared to the costs 
of the projects in Madhya pradesh or punjab, it is expected that the FcI 
project will be much costlier. 

•	 Movement volumes to justify cost: It is doubtful if there would be move-
ment volumes sufficient to justify the initial capital costs for a rail siding 
at each silo project. While the annual transportation volumes by FcI are 
quite high (Figure 14) and increasing, movement from each site would 
normally be on the lower side as silos are being used by the govern-
ment of India for longer term storage rather than for frequent receipt 
and dispatch. 

•	 separate contracts for storage and transportation: It is expected that 
there will be separate contracts for storage and transportation (network 
and rail siding infrastructure is expected to be part of the silo project, 
but the actual ownership and operation of rolling stock is expected to  
be by a separate provider) in the case of the FcI projects. this has its  
advantages, especially given the recent discussion in India of creat-
ing three separate entities for procurement, storage, and transporta-
tion, given the expected volume of operations. however, it requires a 
high level of coordination among the procurement processes for these 
separate projects, and also some level of coordination between the 
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concessionaires of the two projects if these turn out to be separate. 
While in the case of firms like adani, which have a wide range of busi-
nesses which includes storage as well as logistics, it is likely that they bid 
for both and also manage to secure both, it may not always be the case. 
before embarking on storage and logistics projects which are combined 
partially or fully, governments should look carefully at different options 
and their implications. see box 12 for the salient features of a joint stor-
age and transportation boo contract that was implemented in India in 
2007. 

•	 use for other purposes: the FcI draft contract does provide for use of  
rail siding for other purposes—for example,for transport of other com-
modities by the private provider (transport operator). this essentially 
means that for the private provider to make use of this clause, he needs 
to be able to create volumes which in turn will depend upon the loca-
tion creating other business may not be possible in some of the loca-
tions.

•	 use after completion of contract term: since some of these will be boo 
projects, the private provider (the transport operator) needs to be able 
to create options for replacing the rail siding business of the FcI after 
completion of contract term.

Figure 14:  
transportation  

of food grains by  
FcI, India,  
1996–2013

source: FcI, http://fciweb.nic.in/movements/view/5
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box 12

PPP In handlIng, Storage and tranSPortatIon of food,  
IndIa

the national policy on handling, storage and transportation of Food grains 2000 aimed to 
introduce bulk handling of food grain through private participation, with the FcI as the proj-
ect sponsoring authority. Key objectives are:

•	 Introduction of scientific methods of storage of food grain over longer periods of time;

•	 Introduction of bulk handling of food grain as opposed to use of bags;

•	 reduction in volume and quality losses through better storage;

•	 transfer of financing and performance risk to the private party;

•	 Introduction of a longer term perspective on storage; and

•	 provide seamless handling, storage and transportation of food grain from procurement 
to distribution centers. 

a project was structured under a build-own-operate (boo) delivery mechanism involving 
the creation of a complete and seamless supply chain from grain procurement to distribution. 
a service agreement was signed on June 28, 2005 with adani agri-logistics limited (aall), 
which was selected through an open competitive tender. the project was commissioned in 
May 2007. 

the salient features of the project are as follows:

•	 the project is financed, designed, constructed, operated and maintained by the private 
party.

•	 the service is provided as agreed to FcI over a period of 20 years from commissioning.

•	 the private party is responsible for the storage of food grain received at the two  
designated base depots (Moga in punjab and Kaithal in haryana) from FcI and for  
transportation and delivery to the five designated field depots (at navi Mumbai,  
hoogly, chennai, coimbatore, and bangalore).

•	 storage is in galvanized silos with facilities for aeration, fumigation and tumbling.

•	 the base depots require parking space for 150 vehicles at any one time, with unloading 
capacity of 75 vehicles per hour, a service time of one hour from sampling to exit and a 
testing lab capacity of 75 samples per hour.

•	 Quality of grain is defined in the contract. all risk of quality and volume losses are borne 
by the private party.

•	 transportation is in bulk using high speed high capacity top loading bottom discharge 
wagons owned by the private party using Indian railways track, with 50 wagons in a rake 
with a rake capacity of 3200 Mt. this was the first project to feature specialized top-
loading and bottom-unloading grain transport railway cars, and these are the only such 
railway cars in operation in India to the present day.

•	 the payment mechanism is based on payment by FcI of fixed storage and handling 
charges indexed to WpI for an annual guaranteed tonnage of 800,000 Mt.

the project has been functioning reasonably well with reported losses of approximately 0.2 
percent as against the average losses in conventional storage of over 10 percent.
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mIgratIng contractS to future lIBeralIzatIon

a problem that all governments might face, especially where there is scope 
for fluctuations in policy, is the migration of contracts to a different policy re-
gime. We have discussed the issues relating to demand and policy affecting 
contracts specific to ppps in grain storage in an earlier section. currently, 
most contracts have clauses relating to change in law; whether these ade-
quately cover unforeseen changes in terms of sector liberalization is unclear, 
and these could be specifically addressed. While this is a risk that is ge-
neric to most ppps, and has been covered very well in a wide variety of ppp 
literature on risks, it merits brief mention here as grain silo ppp contracts are 
especially vulnerable to changes in government policy. 
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SIMPLIfIED GuIDE TO MODERN SILOS
bulk storage of grains with mechanized handling can be done either in flat  
warehouses or in vertical silos of concrete or steel. since the technology was 
first introduced in north america about 60 years ago, steel silos have become 
the most common choice for new grain and oilseed storage projects in all  
climates globally. concrete silos and grain elevators, though more costly on a 
per ton of storage basis, are still used for port facilities and food and feed pro-
cessing plants where taller structures are desirable because of limited space—
particularly if high grain throughput justifies the larger investment costs. silos 
may have either hopper (cone) bottoms or flat bottoms. hopper bottoms are 
limited to about a 12 meter diameter and have higher construction costs on a 
per ton basis. Individual flat bottom steel silos now may be as much as 30  
meters in diameter and hold up to 30,000 Mt of grain. 

the key advantages of vertical silo storage systems include: 

•	 automated, mechanical handling to reduce operating costs; 

•	 computerized controls for monitoring of intake, discharge, aeration,  
and other operations; 

•	 temperature monitoring, ventilation and fumigation systems; 

•	 storage volume per unit of land area is multiple times that of flat  
warehouse storages; and 

APPENDIx
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•	 reduction in bag inventory and dunnage (pallets) costs.

conStructIon

bolted steel silos offer the advantage of relatively easy and rapid erection by  
the general contractor using a kit supplied by the manufacturer. after silo 
foundation (often concrete based) is complete based on the drawing provided 
by the silo manufacturer, the silo walls are constructed from the components 
at ground level, starting with the uppermost ring, followed by assembly of the 
steel roof on top of it. hydraulic jacks, as many as two dozen for a 20 meter di-
ameter silo, are then used to lift the wall structure off the ground to accommo-
date the next ring of wall panels. the silo is raised in this manner until all rings 
have been bolted together and the silo can be anchored to the foundation. 
Working in this manner, a team of 10 semi-skilled workers can erect a steel grain 
bin with 5,000 Mt capacity in just two months. 

eQuIPment

the equipment components of a grain silo facility can vary greatly depending 
on the needs of the end user. the basic sections consist of the receiving, stor-
age, and discharging systems. nearly all silo components are made of galva-
nized steel. this includes wall panels, bolts, and washers, conveying equipment, 
bucket elevators, catwalks, and towers. the zinc coating enables the facility to 
stand for decades without major rust problems, even in tropical ports. 

For short distances, conveyers are of the “drag chain” type that push the grain 
along by use of enclosed flighting. belt conveyers are used for longer distances. 

optional but commonly used equipment includes cleaning, bulk weighing, dust 
aspiration, temperature monitoring, fumigation, aeration, and bagging systems. 
drying systems and grain chilling are also both commonly used. 

oPeratIonS

Modern grain silo facilities allow for highly efficient, mechanized receiving and 
discharging of grain and for operational procedures to ensure minimal loss of 
quality during storage. 

receiving: on arrival at the site, the truck or railcar stops at a weighbridge that 
electronically records the weight. samples are taken for analysis of moisture 
content, foreign material, and other quality parameters at a laboratory on the 
site. the bulk grain is dumped through a grill into a concrete or steel receiving 
pit as much as 3 or 4 meters deep. If arriving in bags, they are slit open manu-
ally and emptied into the pit.

From there the grain is lifted by a bucket elevator, which is made up of plastic 
or metal containers attached to a belt conveyer. these continuously scoop the 
grain at the bottom (boot) and lift it up. at its top, or “bonnet,” the bucket el-
evator feeds a horizontal conveyer normally positioned on a catwalk that spans 
an entire row of silos along the centerline. this chain conveyer has slide gates 
(outlets) at the peak of each roof that allow for center filling of each bin, critical 
for maintaining even loads on the silo walls.

discharge: gravity flow makes possible the discharge of 85 percent of the grain 
from flat bottom silos of average dimensions. an outlet in the center of the silo 
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is opened via a slide gate for initial emptying onto a bottom conveyer that runs 
along the centerline of a whole row of silos. subsequently, additional outlets 
on each side of the center are opened to feed the conveyer until gravity flow 
has ended and the grain inside has reached its angle of repose. a sweep augur 
mounted on a pivot removes the residual grain in two revolutions. the augur is  
a screw conveyer that pulls the grain from the outside inward to the center dis-
charge outlet while moving through the mass in a circle. the bottom conveyers 
move the grain back to a bucket elevator that lifts the grain so that it can  
be sent to bagging stations or to trucks/rail cars for transport to mills/users. 

maIntaInIng QualIty

during storage, several operations may take place to maintain grain quality. 
aeration serves to cool the grain and ensure uniform moisture levels. large fans 
mounted outside the silo walls blow air into channels with perforated covers in 
the concrete floor of the silo and then upwards through the grain mass, exiting 
through vents in the roof. cables suspended in the grain mass from the roof 
enable operators in the control room to monitor temperature changes. sensors 
every meter or so can detect the location where grain heats up due to pockets 
of moisture or due to insect infestation. 

recirculation of the grain from one bin to another using the conveying systems 
for filling and discharge is another way to reduce insect activity and maintain 
even moisture content throughout.

Fumigation can be achieved during silo filling with automatic dispensing of  
fumigant tablets into the conveying system.

StaffIng

a grain silo facility requires a mix of professional staff, semi-skilled personnel, 
and unskilled labor. because of mechanization and automated handling, total 
personnel is only a fraction of a flat warehouse facility holding similar quantities 
of grain in bagged form. Management of grain silo operations has been simpli-
fied by touch screen panels for control of filling, discharging, and recirculation. 
this allows constant monitoring of grain levels, moisture, and temperature. 

typical grain storage projects with 50,000 tons of storage capacity may have the 
following job positions with responsibilities and skills as indicated: 

•	 Facility manager: overall responsibility for operations; knowledgeable with 
the software used for inventory management; sufficient electro-mechanical 
training to troubleshoot problems in grain receiving and discharge; ability 
to manage all staff.

•	 operations managers: day to day operations on shifts when the facility man-
ager is not present; knowledge of electrical and mechanical engineering 
and grain science.

•	 Weighbridge operator: operation of the electronic truck scales and issuing 
receipts to drivers on arrival and departure.

•	 laboratory technicians: collection of grain samples at reception and  
dispatch and analysis on quality parameters. 

•	 bookkeeper / accountant: managing the financial accounts.
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•	 electrician / mechanic: equipment repair and troubleshooting.

•	 security guards: security of premises and operations.

•	 labor: loading bagged grain into trucks, silo clean out operations.

geaps (grain elevator and processors society) is a professional organization 
that in partnership with Kansas state university (usa) offers over 20 online 
courses covering all aspects of grain storage operations. credentialing is also 
part of the joint program. course titles range from the general to the specific: 
Introduction to grain handling operations; grain Quality Management; grain 
elevator equipment Maintenance; and grain entrapment: causes, prevention 
and rescue, among others. 

InVeStment coStS 

the main investment costs in a steel silo grain storage facility are broken down 
into three parts: land, civil works, and equipment. new large silo storage facili-
ties are most often built outside urban areas in grain production zones. this is 
done to minimize land costs and optimize logistics, provided transport access 
infrastructure is suitable and access to power is adequate.

civil works: concrete silo foundations are the most important component in 
civil works associated with a silo project. an internationally accepted rule of 
thumb in steel silo projects is that foundations make up one-third of the project 
cost, assuming stable soil with only minimal need for pilings. If extensive pilings 
are needed, the cost can exceed the total cost of the bins and the electro-me-
chanical handling equipment. 

equipment costs: Manufactured components of a steel grain silo facility  
vconsist of the stationary steel bins and the electro-mechanical machinery made 
up primarily of conveyers and bucket elevators. per ton of storage construction 
costs depend on several factors, including type, number, average size, height, 
and diameter of bins; filling and discharge capacity; aeration equipment; and 
bagging and weighing systems. 

hopper bottom bins are desirable for easy clean out but cost roughly twice that 
of flat bottom bins because of the structural supports at the base. use of larger 
bins reduces cost. a 100,000 ton capacity facility consisting of 10 bins of 10,000 
tons could cost about one- third less than a one with 20 bins of 5000 tons. 

bin height and diameter are also important. a taller, narrower silo requires more 
steel than a wider, shorter one. the thickness of the steel in the rings is less 
for the top rings and greater for the bottom rings. a taller silo requires higher 
gauge steel for the bottom rings or double wall panels. however, if the silo is 
too wide then the conveying systems must be longer and cost more. 

handling systems can be designed to fill and discharge the facility at any rate, 
from as little as 50 tons per hour to 1000 tons per hour or more. higher capaci-
ties require bigger, more expensive motors and larger conveyers and elevators. 
higher capacity is required at port grain terminals, where ships must be loaded 
or discharged quickly to avoid demurrage, and also other places where large 
volumes of grain need be received in a short period of time. 

high capacity grain cleaning, bulk weighing and bagging systems can signifi-
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cantly add to the per ton cost. grain dryers and grain chillers, sometimes  
essential for ensuring grain quality in storage, can increase cost by 10 percent 
to 20 percent.

In a typical steel silo facility, the high tensile strength galvanized steel makes up 
roughly 60 percent of manufacturer’s cost. silo design is based on minimizing 
the amount of steel to obtain maximum storage capacity. therefore, the sticker 
price will vary according to steel prices. 

eQuIPment SuPPly

equipment supply for grain silo facilities is highly competitive. since the steel 
grain bins are the biggest cost component in a silo facility, most grain bin 
manufacturers sell complete facilities, using manufacturers of the handling 
equipment as sub-suppliers if they do not manufacture it themselves.

there are about 25 manufacturers of grain bins that do business internationally.  
three-quarters of these are located in north america, europe, or turkey. a 
handful of manufacturers are located in brazil and china as well. Many of the 
larger manufacturers have their silos installed in over 50 countries. 

the competitiveness of supply has to do with the low transport costs in relation 
to ex-works costs. the one-meter by two-meter corrugated steel panels stack 
neatly, making shipment in ocean containers economical. this rarely amounts  
to more than 10 percent of the cIF price, even to the most distant countries. 

grain bin manufacturers are rarely willing to undertake turnkey projects. they 
leave this to the local construction companies that have the ability to do the 
civil works and hire labor for erection of the bins. the manufacturers do pro-
vide erection supervisors at an extra cost, but without liability for errors by the 
contractor. because silo erection is relatively simple, consisting mostly of bolted 
assembly at ground level, many silo operators act as their own general contrac-
tor—purchasing the equipment directly and engaging a construction company 
only to do the civil works and provide labor for erection. 
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